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Slope Fields and ODEs with GeoGebra 4.0
 
Creating a Slope Field- version 1
 
For the first vers ion, we have a function f(x,y) and display the field vector at (x,y) as (1,f(x,y)). Start with a new window. We
want to use Graphics View 2 as a place for s liders and values. We toggle the axes off in Graphics View 2.

 
We add in a s lider for VectorDensity, which is  set as an integer from 1 to 30, and VectorScale, which ranges from 0.01 to 1.

 
We want to add a grid of points that cover the graphing window. We will divide the graphing window into VectorDensity
subintervals  from left to right and from bottom to top. We use the Corner command with Corner[1] being the coordinates of
the lower left corner of the Graphics view and Corner[3] being the upper right corner.

 
Now we use the Sequence command twice to build a sequence of grid points. We use the Join command to convert from a
sequence of sequences to a s imple sequence. We use the Length command to find the number of elements in that list of
points.



 
We are ready to define the s lope field. We define f(x,y) to initially be x/2. This  s lope field corresponds to functions of the form
F(x)=x^2/4+c. We also create an arbitrary point A. We want a vector that starts  at A and has displacement
VectorScale*(1,f(A)).

 
Now we want to go through the list of GridPoints and add a s imilar vector for each gridpoint. We use the command
GridVecs=Sequence[Vector[Element[GridPoints,k], Element[GridPoints,k] + VectorScale (1,
f(Element[GridPoints,k]))],k,1,NumPoints]

 
Adding a Solution Curve
 
We create texts with the values of A and f to clean things up. We also are ready to add a solution curve. We create a point B,
then use the SolveODE command to create a solution curve that starts  at B. We use the command
PathB=SolveODE[f,x(B),y(B),x(Corner[3]),(x(Corner[3])-x(Corner[1]))/200]



 
Creating a Slope Field and solution curves- version 2
 
For the second vers ion, we have two functions, Dx(x,y) and Dy(x,y) and the field vector at (x,y) is  (Dx(x,y), Dy(x,y)). We will
explore the example where Dx(x,y)=-y and Dy(x,y)=x. The solution curves are circles. We add an extra s lider for the maximum
value of our parameter t.

 
We use VecA2 = Vector[A, A + VectorScale (Dx(A), Dy(A))] to create the sample vector at point A. For the s lope field we use
 
GridVecs2 = Sequence[Vector[Element[GridPoints, k], Element[GridPoints, k] + VectorScale (Dx(Element[GridPoints, k]),
Dy(Element[GridPoints, k]))], k, 1, NumPoints]



 
We create the path with
PathB2 = SolveODE[Dy, Dx, x(B), y(B), tMax, tMax / 500]. (Note that the command "SolveODE" asks for y', then x'.)

 
You can download a pdf vers ion SlopeFieldsGeoGebra4.pdf of this  document.
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